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Surface strain can alter the dynamics of adsorbates, and often, the adsorbates themselves induce and
interact via their surface strain fields. In epitaxy, such strain-mediated effects get further compounded when
a misfit strain exists due to lattice mismatch between the growing film and substrate. Here, we carry out
particle-resolved imaging of heteroepitaxial growth of multilayer colloidal films where the particles interact
via a short-range attraction. Surprisingly, although the misfit strain relaxed systematically with film
thickness, the adcolloid diffusivity was nonmonotonic. We show that this nonmonotonicity stems from the
competition between the spatial extent of self-induced in-layer strain and the short interaction range.
Importantly, we provide direct evidence for long-ranged strain-mediated interactions between adsorbates
and show that it alters the growing film’s morphology.
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Epitaxial growth is typically far from equilibrium. Thus,
the island shape and number density and the three-
dimensional (3D) film morphology are determined not
by thermodynamics but by the kinetic barriers adsorbed
particles experience for intra- and interlayer diffusion and
attaching to other adparticles and islands [1–3]. Atomic
epitaxy studies find that strain due to a lattice mismatch
between the growing film and the substrate, i.e., hetero-
epitaxy, can strongly influence these kinetic barriers [4,5].
For compressive misfits (ε < 0), adatoms experience a less
corrugated surface than the homoepitaxy case (ε ¼ 0), and
correspondingly the diffusion barrier is also smaller, while
for tensile misfits (ε > 0), since adatoms sit deeper in the
hollow sites, the barrier is larger due to long-ranged
interactions with buried surface layers [3,6]. Here, ε ¼
½ðσs − σfÞ=σf� is the misfit strain and σf is the film lattice
constant and σs the substrate’s. With continued particle
deposition as the film thickness increases and the misfit
strain is relaxed, the diffusion barrier becomes layer-
dependent [7]. Besides the misfit strain, the very presence
of adatoms can locally distort the underlying layer, espe-
cially for ε > 0, and distant adatoms can interact laterally
through their self-induced surface strain fields [8,9].
Atomic heteroepitaxy experiments, however, cannot yet
measure strain fields beneath adatoms. Instead, these
studies show that mean-field island growth laws, where
strain effects are ignored, are violated [10], and this is
considered indirect proof for their existence [11–13].
Surface strain effects can potentially be probed directly

in epitaxy with colloids, which are often considered “big”
atoms [14,15]. Indeed, colloids obey the same homo-
epitaxial growth laws as atoms [16], and their epitaxy is
also simpler [17–21]. In atomic epitaxy, electronic and
elastic effects contribute to kinetic barriers [22], and being
difficult to disentangle simulations findings can differ
depending on how these effects are accounted for [4,23].
In colloidal heteroepitaxy, only elastic interactions matter.
Given that an early theoretical study anticipated elastic
effects to play a crucial role in surface physics due to their
longer range over electronic ones [24], probing their role in
colloidal epitaxy would be ideal.
Nontrivial surface strain-mediated effects can arise in

colloidal heteroepitaxy due to the shorter interparticle
interaction range in comparison to atoms. Interactions
between colloids often span only a fraction of their size,
and can even be sticky. Thus, the kinetic barriers here are
due to real energy barriers and path length-dependent
pseudobarriers [16,25,26]. Thus, from a self-assembly
standpoint, mimicking the rich self-organized growth seen
in atomic heteroepitaxy [27–29] with these larger building
blocks first requires unraveling how the short interaction
range alters surface strain effects.
Here, we experimentally study how a tensile misfit strain

alters diffusion barriers and, consequently, the 3D film
morphology during epitaxy with colloids interacting via a
short-range depletion attraction [30]. We found that the
adcolloid diffusion barrier is layer-dependent and, surpri-
singly, also nonmonotonic with film thickness—a feature
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we show is exclusive to systems with short-range attraction.
Importantly, we provide the first real-space evidence for
strain-mediated long-range lateral interactions between
adcolloids and show that it results in a violation of
mean-field island growth laws.
In our study, we used charge-stabilized micron-sized

silica colloids (diameter 0.89 μm) suspended in a fluores-
cent refractive index-matched mixture. A nonadsorbing
polymer, sodium carboxymethyl cellulose (radius of
gyration Rg ≈ 33 nm), was used as the depletant to induce
a short-range attraction between the particles and also
between the particles and the substrate (see Supplemental
Material [31]). We determined σf by letting the colloids
crystallize on a featureless substrate. Next, the particles
were sedimented on soft-lithographically patterned sub-
strates with (100) symmetry, and we varied σs to access a
range of ε spanning from 1% to 5.5% (see Supplemental
Material, Figs. S1, S2, and S3 [31]) [26,42]. For the highest
values of ε studied, particles occupying adjacent sites on
the substrate are separated by a distance comparable to the
range of the depletion interaction. The particle deposition
flux F, and the strength of depletion attraction U were kept
constant in all our experiments (Fig. S4 [31]).
Figure 1(a) shows the film morphology for four ε values

72 hrs after the onset of particle deposition. The particles
are colored according to the layer number (see color bar)
(Fig. S5 [31]). Like in atomic heteroepitaxy, with ε we
observed a transition from layer-by-layer growth to the
formation of 3D mounds [28,43]. Since F and U are fixed,
this change in film morphology is only due to how the
kinetic barriers for adcolloid diffusion and island attach-
ment get dressed by the strain. For ε ≥ 5.5%, islands tended
to dewet from the substrate and adopt a hexagonal
symmetry [circled region in Fig. 1(a)]. Here, therefore,
we restricted our attention to ε ¼ 4.5% and compared it
with ε ¼ 1%, which is close to the homoepitaxy limit.
In atomic and also DNA-coated nanoparticle epitaxy,

where the interactions are long-ranged, film growth is
pseudomorphic—in registry with the substrate—up to a
ε-dependent threshold height beyond which it becomes
energetically favorable to relieve the strain, usually through
the formation of misfit dislocations [44,45]. Further, these
defects in atomic systems locally alter diffusion barriers
and thereby promote or inhibit island nucleation [27]. In
our system, however, forming dislocations is prohibitively
energy-expensive due to the short range of the interaction
[46], and it is unclear how strain relief occurs as film
thickness increases. As a first step, we quantified the
particle strain εp ¼ ½ðσs − σpÞ=σp� [47], and then the
average in-layer strain, εlayer ¼ hεpi with film thickness
[Fig. 1(b)]. Here, σp is the separation between a pair of
nearest-neighbor (NN) particles in a given layer, and the hi
denote an average over all such pairs. Since island
nucleation can locally alter εp in the underlying layer,
we measured εlayer at a layer coverage,Θ ¼ ΘOnset, which is

the coverage when island nucleation on top had just set in
(see Supplemental Material and Fig. S6 [31]). For ε ¼ 1%
(dashed red line), interparticle bonds are minimally
stretched, and εlayer (circles) falls gradually to zero. For
ε ¼ 4.5%, however, εlayer (squares) hovers around the
imposed strain (dashed black line) for the first two layers
(pseudomorphic growth) and then falls rapidly to zero.
The first and second layer film was pseudomorphic with

the substrate only in an average sense; the individual bond
lengths in these layers showed significant distortions. The
left and right panels of Fig. 1(c) show the instantaneous
snapshot of bonds in the first layer that are stretched or
compressed with respect to σs for Θ below and above
ΘOnset, respectively (Video S1 [31]). Although many bonds
are stretched beyond the range of depletion interactions, a
previous study on a similar system found that entropy-
driven thermal fluctuations of particles can lead to a nearly
threefold increase in their effective interaction range [47].

(a) (b)

(c)

(d)

FIG. 1. (a) Film morphology for different misfit strain, ε, values
with particle color representing the layer number (see color bar).
For ε ≥ 5.5%, islands tended to dewet from the substrate and
form hexagonal domains (circled region). (b) Average in-layer
strain, εlayer, with film thickness. εlayer for each layer was
measured at a coverage Θ ¼ ΘOnset, i.e., when island nucleation
initiated in the layer above. The shaded region denotes pseudo-
morphic growth. (c) Nearest-neighbor bonds, colored according
to legend, for Θ below (left panel) and above (right panel) ΘOnset
for ε ¼ 4.5%. (d) Bond-length distribution, PðσÞ, for square-
coordinated particles for ε ¼ 4.5% and ε ¼ 1% at various Θ. The
solid and dashed lines represent the equilibrium (σf) and
substrate lattice constant (σs), respectively.
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Interestingly, for Θ < ΘOnset, stretched bonds are not just
localized to the island perimeter, where the coordination is
low, but are present even in the island interior (Video S1
[31]). We gleaned further insights through the bond-length
distribution PðσÞ in the first layer for different Θ for both
values of ε [Fig. 1(d)]. For ε ¼ 1% (bottom panel), the peak
of PðσÞ is centered around σs (dashed red line) only for low
to moderate coverages, while for Θ > ΘOnset, the peak
shifts to σf (solid line) due to island nucleation on top. This
indicates that the wetting layer weakly adheres to the
substrate. For ε ¼ 4.5%, for all Θ, the peak of PðσÞ is
centered not at σs (dashed red line) but at σf, and
importantly shows a long tail for σ > σs. Also, as the peak
height of PðσÞ with Θ, the tail develops a clear shoulder.
This is because when significant island nucleation has
occurred on the first layer [Θ > ΘOnset, right panel in
Fig. 1(c)], compressed bonds are localized below these
islands (see orange shaded region) while stretched ones are
relegated to the regions below the island perimeter (see
Supplemental Material and Fig. S7 [31]). Since the size of
nucleating islands is small, perimeter bonds increase at the
expense of interior ones. Thus, in-layer strain is partially
relieved by local dewetting, and importantly, unlike in
atomic systems [48], pseudomorphic growth is coverage-
dependent in the epitaxy of particles with short-range
attraction.
Because of strain relaxation, the amplitude of particle

position fluctuations decreased in each subsequent layer
(see Supplemental Material, Fig. S8 and Video S2 [31]),
and we expected adcolloid diffusion barriers to show a
layer dependence [26,49], especially for ε ¼ 4.5%. Also,
just as islands distort bonds in the underlying layer, so can
single adcolloids, which may influence their dynamics.
Figure 2(a) shows the layer-dependent adcolloid diffusivity,
D, for the two misfits (Fig. S9 [31]). As expected, for
ε ¼ 1% (circles), D remains nearly constant within exper-
imental uncertainty. Surprisingly,D for ε ¼ 4.5% (squares)
is nonmonotonic with a minimum in the second layer.
To understand this observation, we quantified the local

in-layer strain field due to an adcolloid above. For each
layer, Fig. 2(b) shows εp for the first, second, and third NN
particles for an adcolloid in the hollow site (Fig. S10 [31]).
We diagrammatically represent this in Fig. 2(c), where the
grids are bonds and the nodes are the particles. The grid
colors represent the experimentally calculated εp (see color
bar). The adcolloid on the first layer draws the four 1st NN
particles that make the hollow site close by [colored red in
Fig. 2(c–i)] and thus εp [triangles in Fig. 2(b)] is smaller
than the imposed strain of 4.5% [dashed line in Fig. 2(b)]
(Video S3 [31]). Consequently, the bonds between the 1st–
2nd NN particles are considerably weakened, if not broken,
because εp ≈ 6%, which is beyond the depletion interaction
range (dark blue in Fig. 2(c–i); see color bar), while those
between the 2nd–3rd NN particles remain intact
[εp ≈ ε ¼ 4.5%; Fig. 2(b)]. However, the adcolloid and

1st NN particle bonds are unstable as these particles are
frustrated having dewetted from the substrate and broken
in-layer neighbor bonds. D is thus large on the first layer
[Fig. 2(a)].
In the second layer, εlayer is smaller than in the first due to

strain relaxation, but this influences D on this layer. Unlike
in the first layer, even with an adcolloid above, in-layer
1st–2nd NN particle bonds are now intact; they are within
the depletion interaction range [diamonds in Figs. 2(b)
and 2(c-ii)]. Also, since the strain is not fully relaxed,
second layer particles have room to rattle (Fig. S8 [31]). As
the adcolloid attempts to hop from a hollow site, it drags the
1st NN particles along, which cascades to the 2nd and 3rd
NN particles. The enhanced particle cooperativity accom-
panying a hop on the second layer significantly reduces D.
Importantly, since low particle mobilities promote the
nucleation of many small and disconnected islands, the
small D on the second layer coincides with the transition
from pseudomorphic growth to 3D island formation
[ε ¼ 4.5%; Fig. 1(a)]. For the third layer and beyond,

(a) (b)

(c)

(d)

(f )

(e)

(g)

FIG. 2. (a) Adcolloid diffusivity, D, on each layer for ε ¼ 4.5%
and ε ¼ 1%. (b) Particle strain, εP, in the layer beneath the
adcolloid for the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd nearest-neighbor (NN)
particles for ε ¼ 4.5%. εP is measured when the adcolloid is
at a hollow site and the symbols represent the layer in which the
adcolloid resides. (c) Diagrammatic representation of (b). Here,
the grid colors represent the experimentally measured εP (see
color bar). Notice that the grid is maximally distorted from a
square shape in the 2nd layer. The range of the adcolloid-induced
strain field is largest here and results in a minimum in D. (d) and
(f) show εP in the first layer, for a pair of adcolloids separated by
σs above for ε ¼ 4.5% and ε ¼ 1%, respectively. (e) and (g) show
the probability Phop for adcolloids to make a hop toward or away
from each other for ε ¼ 4.5% and ε ¼ 1%, respectively.
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εlayer is further reduced [Fig. 1(b); Figs. 2(c-iii) and 2(c-iv)],
and since particles in these layers do not have much rattle
room (Fig. S8 [31]), they cannot be dragged along during a
hop. An adcolloid hop now involves breaking two 1st NN
bonds, and these particles are stable, unlike in the first
layer, and thus, D increases again, albeit it is smaller than
on the first. The competing effects of two length scales, the
first set by the spatial extent of adcolloid-induced in-layer
strain and the second by the short-range of the depletion
interaction, result in the nonmonotonic evolution of D with
film thickness.
We now considered if faraway adcolloids could interact

laterally through their self-induced surface strain fields. We
first identified adcolloid pairs on the first layer separated by
2σs, which is almost 25 times the depletion interaction
range. We then quantified the probability, Phop, for particles
to make a hop toward or away from each other from ≈1500
hops. We ensured these pairs were far from other adsor-
bates. On a strain-free layer, given the short attractive
interaction range, particle hops toward and away should be
equally likely, and this is indeed true for ε ¼ 1% [Figs. 2(d)
and 2(e)]. Strikingly, for ε ¼ 4.5%, hops away are more
likely than hops toward each other [Fig. 2(g)] (Video S4
[31]). This is because even as each adcolloid draws its 1st
NN particles close by [Fig. 2(f)], for a hop toward the other
adcolloid to be successful 1st NN bonds at the new site
have to readily form and this is hampered by the short
interaction range. To our knowledge, this observation
constitutes the first real-space experimental evidence for
surface strain-mediated lateral interactions between adsor-
bates in epitaxial growth.
We now expect surface strain-mediated effects to be

more accentuated for adcolloid-island interactions. Indeed,
atomic epitaxy studies find that nucleation of islands on a
strained layer can lead to trench formation and denuded
zones around them [50]. These zones can alter adparticle
attachment probabilities and hence the island growth laws,
and we attempted to measure them here directly. For a
square island in the second layer, Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) show
εp in the first layer over a region below the island and also
around one of the island edges for the two ε values. As
expected, for the smaller misfit, εp ≈ ε ¼ 1% (see color
bar), and is uninfluenced by the island above. However, for
ε ¼ 4.5%, we observed a trench near the island perimeter
with εp > 20% (see color bar) since the island particles pull
those in the layer below close by to maximize their
coordination (Video S5 [31]).
We quantified the influence of trench or denuded zones

on adcolloid-island interactions through the residence time,
τR, of adcolloids at hollow sites located at various dis-
tances, R, perpendicular to the island edge [see schematic
in Fig. 3(c)]. The magnitude of τR is proportional to the
diffusion barrier. For ε ¼ 1%, τR is nearly constant for
R=σs ≥ 2 since islands do not distort the underlying layer
[Fig. 3(d)]. τR is large for R=σs ¼ 1 simply because the

adcolloid is now also bonded to particles at the island
edge. Most strikingly, for ε ¼ 4.5%, τR is a maximum for
R=σs ¼ 2 and the strain field decreases gradually for larger
values of R=σs [Fig. 3(e)]. Thus, the self-generated surface
strain fields by islands and adparticles lead to an effective
lateral long-ranged repulsion between them (Video
S6 [31]).
The strain-mediated effective adcolloid-island repulsion

should inhibit the growth of large islands. In epitaxy, the
island number density n first increases as arriving particles
nucleate new islands and then reaches a maximum, nc—the
saturation island density—as new adparticles diffuse and
become part of existing islands [16,51]. With increasing
coverage, n decreases due to islands coalescence. At fixed
F, a large nc indicates a tendency to form 3D islands,
while a small nc signifies a tendency for layer-by-layer
growth. Mean-field island growth laws, which predict
nc ∼ ðF=DÞ1=3, break down due to strain effects [52],
but drawing this inference from atomic epitaxy experiments
is plagued by difficulties in measuring D directly [53].
Figure 3(f) shows n versus Θ on the first layer for ε ¼ 1%
(circles) and ε ¼ 4.5% (squares) (see Supplemental
Material and Fig. S11 [31]). Since F and U are constant
(see Supplemental Material and Figs. S12, S4 [31]), a direct
comparison of island growth for the two misfits is possible.

(c)

(d)

(f )

(e)

(a)

(b)

FIG. 3. (a) and (b) show an island on the first layer for ε ¼
4.5% and ε ¼ 1%, respectively. The particles in the island are
shown by dashed white circles. The part of the image containing
the island also appears darker during imaging due to the presence
of an additional layer of particles. The overlaid lines represent εP
in the first layer (see color bar). (d) and (e) show the residence
time τR of adcolloids at hollow sites located at various distances
R=σs from the island edge for ε ¼ 1% and ε ¼ 4.5%, respec-
tively. τR is the duration that an adparticle center lies inside a
square box of size 0.5σf centered at the hollow site [26]. See
schematic shown in (c). (f) Island density n versus Θ for the two
misfits.
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AlthoughDε¼4.5% > Dε¼1% on the first layer [Fig. 2(a)], nc
is larger for ε ¼ 4.5% indicating the breakdown of the
island growth laws (see Supplemental Material and
Fig. S13 [31]).
Collectively, our particle-resolved experiments have

unraveled the rich interplay of short-ranged particle inter-
actions and adsorbate-induced surface strain fields in
colloidal heteroepitaxy. For misfit strains comparable to
the attractive interaction range, even as the in-layer strain
relaxes systematically with film thickness, the spatial extent
of adcolloid-induced strain fields becomes nonmonotonic,
and hence, so do adcolloid mobilities. Most importantly,
adcolloid-adcolloid and adcolloid-island interactions get
dressed by their self-induced strain fields, and the resulting
effective long-range interactions, which are repulsive here,
lead to a violation of island growth laws. While strain-
mediated effects are known to be operative in atomic
systems, experimental evidence for these is often indirect
[8,11,22,54]. These effects, however, transcend length
scales, and we directly measured them here in a model
colloidal system. Our findings can shed light on many other
surface processes, including catalysis [55] and hetero-
geneous nucleation [56].
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